The Next Generation of DataParser is now in
Development
17a-4 announces work has begun on
DataParser 8. This next major version
will have new security, reporting, analysis
and interface features.
MILLBROOK, NY, US, August 16, 2022
/EINPresswire.com/ -- 17a-4’s leading
connector solution to collect chats and
documents into archives is getting a
major update. DataParser, widely
adopted in financial services, has
rapidly expanded into many new
verticals with the proliferation of
remote work.
Client feedback and new use cases are driving this overhaul to bring DataParser to the next level
with even more robust feature sets and enhanced security and reporting features. Modern
Authentication, advanced analysis, new logging, event reporting and interface options are some
of the most anticipated items in the queue, but the new UI
should please clients too. DataParser Cloud clients will also
look forward to this next major version with new
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monitoring and analysis options coming soon.
behind the DataParser and,
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expert witness testimony as
DataParser was developed in 2004 to help 17a-4’s clients
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with Bloomberg chat compliance. Soon 17a-4’s clients
Charles Weeden
were asking for new interfaces. Now, with the help of
thousands of clients and millions of users, DataParser has evolved into the leading independent
connector to deliver data to any archive storage or eDiscovery system.
DataParser currently supports Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Cisco Webex, Slack, Symphony, Refinitiv,
Quip, SQL, LivePerson and many other data sources. 17a-4 continues to build upon a close
association with major collaboration partners product development teams so that new features
are quickly incorporated into the DataParser collection.

“Our clients know we stand behind the DataParser and, if requested, will provide expert witness
testimony as to the integrity of the data. DataParser strictly maintains the ‘chain of custody’ so
that content may be used as evidence in regulatory and legal matters; preserving metadata
including information such as when people enter and leave a channel or chat.” said Charles
Weeden, Managing Partner of 17a-4.
DataParser has no impact on the collected data source networks or destination archives. Users’
chat and collaboration activities are not disrupted by the DataParser’s processes and
Compliance officers do not have to make changes to eDiscovery procedures.
All ingested data sources are fully indexed and searchable via typical eDiscovery queries in the
archive or eDiscovery platform. All major archiving technologies are supported by DataParser
allowing clients to leverage in house resources and keep compliance costs to a minimum.
DataParser offers on-premise or cloud plans and free trial licenses. For more information about
the upcoming DataParser releases visit 17a-4.com
About 17a-4 LLC
17a-4 is a compliance services and software company with a focus on solutions to meet
regulatory and e-discovery needs of institutional clients. Clients leverage 17a-4’s expertise to
ensure information infrastructures comply with SEC (Rule 17a-4), FINRA and CFTC (Rule 1.31)
regulations. 17a-4 services include Designated Third Party, Books & Records audits, Archive
Reviews and assessments of compliant architectures.
17a-4’s DataParser is the leading independent middleware connector solution for messaging
compliance.
DataParser offers on-premise and hosted cloud plans; deployed globally managing enterprise
communication systems. 17a-4’s eDisclaimer is a hyperlinked messaging disclaimer service for
compliance with regulatory requirements and legal protection for corporate messaging. PostLog
is 17a-4’s service to capture, format and forward the Twitter and YouTube data into any archive.
17a-4’s architecture provides for a single-point in which all e-messaging content may be
managed for retention, legal and regulatory holds and e-discovery productions. 17a-4 is based in
New York.
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